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49ers win Super Bowl XXIV: 55-10
The
 Maine Campus
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Orono democrats  ang_eredat varipus financial_p_r_Olems plaguing the university
By Stem Pappas
Staff
In an attempt tritilriti the
reins" on what some legislators
feel is a university administra-
tion "gone awry," three state
Democratic leaders are sug-
gesting to the University of
Maine System trustees that they
seek an independent audit of--
their finances.
In a letter to the Chairman of
the Board of Trustees Harrison
Richardson, three legislators
representing Orono; Sen.
Stephen Bost, Rep. John
O'Dea, and Rep. Mary
Cathcart, have requested a
financial audit of the university.
Citing UMaines estimated
$1.1 million shortfall caused by
the mismanagement of state
funds during the last two to
three months; costs incurred by
dividingthe College of Arts and
Sciences; underestimated opera-
tional costs; and a series of
"poor decisions" pertaining to
other unexpected costs, the
legislators have urged the BOT
to approve an independent
the present fiscal year.
"The explanation for these
shortfalls has been completely
inadequate," O'Dea said.
UMaine President Dale Lick
and Richardson could not be
reached for comment.
"(The administrators) are arrogant and out _of
touch with people in the university and state.'
Rep. John O'Dea (D-Orono
audit of UMaine at today's
meeting of the trustees, O'Dea
said Sunday afternoon.
The university deficit was not
related to the state's overrun-or
Gov. John McKernan's request
that the trustees cut more than
$500,000 from UMaine during
Cathcart said Sunday she too
is upset.
"I can't go to-church-or-into-
downtown Orono without get-
ting complaints about the
University of Maine. There's
been a definite shift in priorities
(see AUDIT page 3)
Property tax relief to
be diverted to deficit
 AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) - The McKernan administration has suggested
that up to $30 million in property-tax relief funds could be diverted to
help ease Maine's deepening budget shortfall.
While Gov. John R. McKernan has emphasized that no decision has
been made, legislators of both parties indicate that such a move would
trigger political resistance.
The Maine Municipal Association has also indicated it would oppose
any attempt to divert money from tax-relief proLirams.
McKernan said that if the budget shortfall is "significantly ger" than
$100 million, he will pursue three possible options.
- Delay, but not repeal, the Republican-backed "homestead tax exemp-
tion" scheduled to begin this yeti'''. Undet that program, 5 percent of the
(see Budget page 5)
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Stephen Bost
UMaine unions settle contracts
___By_Steven Pappas
Staff Writer
After more than one year and a 34-hour
negotiation marathon, two University of
Maine professional unions made a final
joint contract agreement.
The one year to date joint negotiation
between the University of Maine Profes-
sional Staff Association and the Associa-
tion COLT (clerical, office, laboratory,
technical) Staff (ACSUM) at the Universi-
ty of Mãiii ended early Saturday morning
at 6 a.m., according to union officials.
--nlVe can't discuss the details untilit's all
out to the membership," Steven Gehrs,
an instrumentation specialist and
negotiator said Sunday evening.
"It was a tough session. We're happy with
the (joint agreement)," he said. "The
university will j,resent the contract agree-
ment to the (University System Board of
11-ustees). "
Jack Walas, another negotiator spoke of
the grueling two-day marathon to complete
negotiations. He said the first session lasted
(see UNION page 5)
Women's hockey at UMaine going strong
By Michael Reagan Jr.
- Staff Writer
Hockey is probably one of
the first sports that comes to
mind when the University of
Maine is mentioned. Now a
women's team at UMaine is out
to make a name for itself.
The team was formed in 1988
by a number of present and
past players including Joan
King, who was on an earlier
women's hockey team which
_Lasted only a year. King work-
ed with Kathy Gendron, Nan-
cy Allard and others to form
the present women's team,
which was first coached by
Steve Walsh.
Starting their first year was a
difficult one, since the team had
not been officially recognized
by UMaine and was on proba-
tion. Team members had to
drive themselves down to
Boston and other locations for
games. They also played in
S300 worth of equipment which
had to be bought themselves.
Given club status in 1989 the
team has been able to use vans
to drive to games, which has
made traveling easier for the
team. The team also was given
better practice hours instead of
the erratic ones that they had
earlier.
Practices are at times like 7
in the morning at 10 at night
because of the busy schedule at
Alfond, with physical educa-
tion classes, public skating, and
men's and youth hockey vying
for ice time.
The facilties at Alfond do not
always offer all that the new
team needs either. During their
last practice Friday the team
was without lockers because
Northeastern was using the
visiting team locker room.
The times of practices and
the facilities may not be ideal,
but players routinely show up
for the practices.
Brian Curtin, the present
coach for the women's team,
says that he emphasizes skating
hard and what has been gone
over in practice before a
game, "But the big thing is to
go out and have fun."
Most of the players have not
played hockey before or have
had little experience skating, so
Curtin emphasizes some of the
basics because the team has not
had the foundation that many
male players have had.
Zoe Harris, a sophomore
who plays center for the team,
first learned about the team
when she saw a sign up in her
dorm about a womens' hockey
team during her freshman year
at UMaine. She said she had
been talking with her friends
earlier about playing hockey
but didn't think there was a
womens'tearn.
Harris and a few of her
friends decided to get involved
in a sport they never thought
they would be able to play.
"The first step we did was we
went and bought some used ice
hockey skates and just went out
scating the first day and it was
really scary because I hadn't
skated in 10 years and I hadn't
even skated on hockey skates
(see Hockey page 5)
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Tuesday's Special
Pasta
Till
Bush-
Only $6.25
Your Choice of:  
Fettucini or
Ziti (tubular pasta)
tinth Choice of sauce:
Tomato (no meat) .
Marinara
Mushroom Marinara—
Meat Sauce
White Clam Sauce
Red Clam Sauce
•
A Unique Italian Restaurant
•
28 Mill St. Orono, ME 04473 207/866-4200
STUDY ABROAD IN CANADA
In British Columbia
Canada's westernmost province
An exceptional oppurtunity for
University of Maine students.
Three exchange students will be accepted
each year at resident-tuition rates.
For further information contact:
The Canadian-American Center
154 College Avenue
58 1-42 20
Or
Study Abroad
third floor, Alumni Hall
5 8 1-1 5 8 5
Man kills wife, self
BOSTON (AP) - A Maine resident
was distraught over the breakup of his
marriage when he decided to kill his
estranged wife, drive to Boston with her
body and then commit suicide, officials
said Sunday.
The body of Jerome Howard, 37, of
Steep Falls, Maine, was found in his car
Saturday morning in South Boston.
Howard had a single gunshot wound in
his head from a .25-caliber pistol.
The body of Howard's wife, Joan, 36,
was found in the trunk, the victim of
multiple stab wounds. Police found both
the weapons in the car.
Ica •
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riage began to sour last fall as Jerome
Howard began to devote himself more
to the machine tool business he started
three years ago. The couple separated
and were preparing for a divorce.
"He was very much, upset about the
breakup of his 18-year marriage,"
Stephen McCausland, spokesman for
the Maine Department of Public Safe-
ty, said Sunday.
Police who searched Howard's home
found a handwritten will, dated last
Thursday, and a note to the couple's 11-
year-old son, Jason.
Paraphrasing the contents of the note,
McCausland said Howard told his son
that he "would not be seeing mom or
dad again."
"I don't know why he did it," the
son told The Boston Globe. "He was a
nice guy. I never saw him yell at anyone,
except for me. He was strict, but he was
nice. ,he never showed her enough hugs
or kisses, but to me he was nice."
Jason added: "Maybe now I'd say he
was between bad and nice."
"They were separated and couldn't
seem to get together on anything,"
said Beatrice Howard, the mother of
Jerome Howard. "He had started
therapy. I could see he was very distress-
ed."
"He didn't want this divorce," she
said. lzie.3121.1.UsLAcYastated hvit_  
didn't seeit coming. It all too sud-
den. He wasn't able to handle it."
Friends of Mrs. Howard told police
that her husband had cracked two of her
ribs earlier in the week.
Police were first alerted to trouble Fri-
day night when Mrs. Howard's room-
mate came home and found spattered
blood and signs of a struggle.
McCausland said police were unsure
why Howard drove to Boston. The cou-
ple had spent some vacations around
Cape Cod, but police have not been able
to find any other connections to the
area, he sr A.
"He may nave wanted to have gotten
as far from home as possible, and he just
picked Boston," McCausland said.
Drug effects debated
WASH LNG I ON (AP) - Some drug ex-
perts are challenging the dire public war-
nings that a few hits on a crack cocaine
pipe will lead immediately to addiction
and ruin.
Attention was focused on the issue
when Mayor Marion Barry was arrested
Jan. 18 on a charge of cocaine posses-
sion. The FBI said it had videotapes of
the mayor smoking crack in a hotel
room. Barry has been mayor of
Washington _for a decade-and was ex-
pected to announce for &fourth term.
this month.
"It will raise questions -in people's
minds," said Kevin Zeese of the Drug
Policy Foundation, which favors treating
drug abuse as a health problem, not as
a criminal problem. "He wieS mayor and
he was successful at it."
Lurma Rackley, a spokeswoman for
Barry, said his "most serious problem is
alcoholism." Law enforcement of-
ficials said blood and urine samples
taken after his arrest tested positive for
cocaine.
Barry checked in last week at a treat-
ment clinic in Florida.
"I happen to feel crack - volatile co-
caine - is dangerous, and I believe it's
risky and I do not recommend its
use," Dr. John P. Morgan, director of
Pharmacology Department at City
University of New York Medical School,
said Tuesday. "But the idea that two hits
and you're dead or you're addicted is not
true."
Patricia Erickson, a criminologist who
heads the drug policy research program
at the Addiction Research Foundation in
Toronto, said, "In our most recent study,
half the people who used crack didn't
prefer that form of cocaine."
But Dr. Mark Gold, director of
research at Fair Oaks Hospital, a
psychiatric facility in Summit, N.J., and
founder of the Cocaine Hotline, said
"Compared to heroin, crack cocaine or
intravenous cocaine is as addicting if not
more addicting. ... The idea that there's
a significant number of people using
crack occasionally is not supported by
the data."
Studies by the National Institute on
Drug Abuse's Addiction Research Center
in Baltimore have found that while
casual users can perform simple tasks
when under the influence, they suffer
brain wave impairments that would hurt
performance on more difficult tasks,
said researcher Ronald Herning. _
At the same time, a study found that
when heavy users abstained from the
drug, their performance suffered, which
Herning attributed to withdrawal.
Gold said there are several different
types of cocaine addicts: those who use
it continuously or daily; those who binge
occasionally; and those "who use crack
weekly but not daily, but are obsessed by
it, think about crack all the time and for
one reason or another ... will exert a
tremendous amount of pressure to at-
_ tempt to manage the drug craving and
addiction."
.;ames N. Hall, executive director of
tile Up Front Drug information Center
in Miami, said "The time period from
first use to full-fledged addiction is go-
ing to vary according to several factors,
the first being a pre-existing, perhaps
genetic, dispostion to the addiction cy-
cle."
While Morgan acknowledges the
dangers of crack use, he contends that
the "one puff and you're addicted,
kid," attitude stems in part from
racism: "The issue of crack being over-
whelmingly addictive is the sort of
mistake that gets made when a drug
becomes democratized and we become
frightened of the users."
"We weren't ready to turn the world
on its ear" when wealthy people smok-
ed cocaine by freebasing long before
crack showed up on the street, he said.
The concern grew when young urban
miniority males started using crack, he
said.
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- a
•Audit
(at UMaine), and we want to understand
these priorities," Cathcart said. "We
are acting on the complaints of our con-
stituents. "
"(The administrators) are working
without any restrictions. Who is out
there to tighten the reins on these (peo-
ple)? The BOT won't do it," O'Dea
said. "They've crossed_ 413L-.Iine- and
they've gone too far."
O'Dea said if the BOT did not direct-
ly react to the letter to be distributed at
today's BOT meeting legislators would
make an attempt to make the audit "re-
quired by law."
"It's the best solution," he said
„e, • 
-111.1".1
According to the letter, "Since the
Visiting Committee Report recommen-
dations were completed in 1983, the peo-
ple of Maine have made an enormous
commitment to the entire University
system...These bond issues and ap-
propriations were allocated to the
University system with the understan-
ding that they would be used to further
the goals outlined by the Visiting Com-
mittee's Report. Primary among these
goals for the University of Maine were
increased opportunities for graduate
study and a decrease in the reliance on
student tuition to finance academic im-
provements. It is our view that the
University's fiscal priorities have strayed
significantly from these stated goals."
"We're not going to stand around and
allow people to say 'give us a few months
to figure this out:" O'Dea said. "This is
urgent. It will have an adverse effect on
(continued from page I)
the students and programming."
O'Dea and Cathcart said they are both
Concerned about the accessibility of
UMaine now that the university is "go-
ing to have to suffer."
In the letter, which was dated last
Thursday, the legislators argued that a
disproportionate share of funding was
being directed into administrative posi-
tions and athletics at the expense of stu-
dent and faculty concerns.
"People are really beginning to get
angry," O'Dea said. "(The ad-
ministrators) are arrogant and out of
touch with people in the university and
state," O'Dea said. _
- —r-nts /111TVerSTTITTS 11CTC to se
people in this state, not a bunch of ad-
ministrators whin make six, seven or eight
times what the average income_is.."
said.
According to the letter, since 1984 stu-
dent enrollment has increased by more
than 10 percent and faculty by 11 per-
cent; however, the number of ad-
ministrators at UMaine has increased by
more than 40 percent.
"It's out of control," O'Dea said.
O'Dea and Cathcart both said they
were "pro-University of Maine," and
they were not necessarily pointing an ac-
cusing finger at anyone.
"Everyone's taking these cuts. The
UMaine System lives the highest on the
hog, without qualification," O'Dea
said, "This is as good as it gets in state
government."
Stephen Bost could not be reached for
comment.
nama aid proposal
stands at $1 billion
WASHINGTON (AP) - Some
lawmakers are reacting cautiously to
President Bush's proposed SI billion aid
plan for Panama, with one senator say-
ing Congress wants to help the country
but predicting a senator saying Congress
wants to help the country but predicting
a "tough battle" on how much to give.
"That's a substantial amount of
money for a tiny country," said Sen.
Paul Simon, D-III., echoing questions
that others also raised about the amount
Bush is proposing for the country he
ordered the U.S. military to invade on
Dec. 20.
"Where's it going to come from?" ask-
ed Rep. Peter Kostamyer, D-Pa., a
member of the House Foreign Affairs
subcommittee on Western Hemispheric
affairs. "It's too MUCK " —
Deputy Secretary of State Lawrence
Eagleburger planned to provide 'addi-
tional details of the plan to senators to-
day, the day after Bush unveiled it. To
spend the money, the administration
mush submit a supplemental appropria-
tion requiring congressional approval.
"These programs will give as close to
instant relief as we can expect here,"
Bush told reporters on Thursday.
The package will include 5500 million
in humanitarian assistance for housing,
emergency public works, business
assistance, loans and export oppor-
tunities. Some money would be used to
rebuild houses destroyed in the military
invasion.
Another $500 million would go to
(see PANAMA page 7)
Old Town House of Pizza
WE DELIVER
Eat in or take out
For faster service call 827-6144
SUN.-THURS. 1 1AM- 1 AM _
i RI.-SAT. 1 1 AM-2AM- I
located in the Old Town Plaza
next to Doug's Shop'n Saw
•Your satisfaction is our priority
UMaine President Dale Lick
STUDY ABROAD
UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK 111 lehig1111
111111rSTUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
—Three-full-tuition scholarships.
Five additional resident-tuition
exchange positions.
An excellent academic experience in
an international setting.
Programs in most disciplines.
Education, Engineering, Forestry,
Nursing, Wildlife, students might
consider specialized programs to
complement your degree program here.
This is an exceptional opportunity
to have a Study Abroad experience
In the Canadian university that
already has a very special linkage
with the University of Maine.
For further information contact:
The Canadian-American Center 
154 College Avenue
581-4220
or
Study Abroad
third floor, Alumni Hall
581-1585
^
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and—Maria Whitis, and husband of
Lisa E. Whitis of Old Town, was com-
aillioned a second heutenant in the US.
Amy. He is majoring in electrical
enigiiseering.
--Christopher 11 Anderson, sod of San=
dra Blanker of Salem, Nit, was com-
missioned an ensign in the US. Navy
and graduated on Dec 16 with a major
in political science He will enter Surface
Warfare Officers School in Coronado.
Calif., and be assigned to the am-
assault ship Belleau Wood.
- ,4-W. Anthony Bull, son of David M.
and Anne Wallis Bull of Columbia, Ma,
was commisssioned an coign in the U.S.
: 4-
4
Commissions given
ORONO, Maine - Eight Reserve Of Navy. Bull also graduated on Dec 16
ricers' Training Corps cadets received with a major in mechanical engineering.
commissions in the armed forces during He will enter Nuclear Power School,
exercises on Dec 16 at the UniversityOf Orlando, Fla., on Jan. 22.
Maine. Thomas M. Brunelle, son of Lucien
Rejane W. Butler, daughter of Robert A. and Jo-Ann Brunelle of Lisbon Falls,
and Ella May Butler of Laconia, N.H.. was commissioned an ensign in the U.S.
was COfftftliSSiOntakt- second -lieutenant— —Niavyanci-has-been
in the US. Army and will be assigned to face Warfare Officers School. Newport,
HHD 633 Maintenance Battalion (GS), R.I. Brunelle. a business management
New Hampshire National Guard, Keene. major. also graduated from UM on Dec
N.H. Butler also graduated from UM the 16.
same day with a major in wildlife Michael E. Henry Jr., son of Michael
management and early childhood and Maureen G. Henry of Brewer,
emironmenL was commisssioned a second lieutenant
Albert B. Whirls 11. son of Albert B. in the 134 Rmx..-lit-will be assigra-
ed to pilot trituTing.—
Randy D. Metevier, son of Chief
Master Sgt. of the Air Force David E.
and Judy E. Metevier of Plattsburgh,
N.Y., was commissioned a second lieute-
maarin tht ITS- Air Force. Metevier;
graidtuued on Dec 16 with a major iti
mechanical engineering, will serve as an
officer.
Larry M. Stauffer of Cutler, husband
of Toni A. Stauffer, and son of Monroe
Stauffer and Elsie M. Johnson, both of—
Machias, was commissioned a second
lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force. He
graduated on the same day with a ma-
jor in history.
Interested in writing a guest column
Contact The Maine Campus,
Suite 107k; Lord Hall,liMaine
Vr;
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*
Students at the University of Maine's School of Engineering Technology hai"e
designed and built a bath chair to allow the mother of a boy with a disability
to support and maneuver him into a bathtub. From left to right, students
Michael LovI) of Glenburn, Lawrence Sparks of Minot, and Jeffrr) Land-
wehr of Appleton discuss the project which was one of several tackled by
engineering technology students.
Attention Fraternities, Sororities.
Dorms and Clubs!!
Need a Disc Jockey?
Mainely Music
Book Now! Call Steve Napolitano at 827-4460
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first $45,000 in assessed valuation on a
resident's home is exempted from local
property taxes. The state is expected to
reimburse municipi.lities for the lost
taxes at a cost of $10 million.
- Use $9 million not spent in 1989
from the Democratic-backed "circuit-
breaker" program to help cover short-
falls in other accounts.
- Trim back this year's $28 million
allocation for the circuit-breaker pro-
gram by $9 million to reflect the pro-
gram's actual cost. McKernan says he
thinks the program has been
over-budgeted.
Under the circuit-breaker program-
grams, he said.
Last week, the Maine Municipal
Association agreed to support repeal of
the homestead exemption but only if the
money is used for municipal revenue-
sharing programs, said Gary Wood, the
MMA's chief lobbyist.
The association opposes any cuts in
the circuit-breaker program because it
expects that the money will be needed
as a sagging economy makes more peo-
ple elegible.
Lawmakers generally agree that the
money allocated for property-tax relief
_last year should be used to ease local tax
ava rtZTCTS:11111117 TIM* I1c1c5 eo trnse rantug taxecvnaffn-----Mirtlens.
payers for a portion of their housing. we have a surplus" in tax-relief pro- "The property-tax relief package has
an integrity to it we want to see main-
•
before," said Harris.
Although she had never played before
Harris decided to go out and buy some
equipment after her first practice. She
admitted that her first experience on
hockey skates was scary but Harris soon
learned more about the game and grew
to enjoy it.
The differences between club teams
with players like Harris and formal
teams are evident as well. When UMaine
played Holy Cross last year they
defeated them 9-0, but lost to Boston
College by 9-0 themselves.
"B.C. practices three hours a day.
Tiè days a week and we only practice
five hours a week at the most so they're
practicing twice as much as we are,"
explained Curtin. The Boston area also
has a lot of women's hockey teams so
many players would have more ex-
perience than UMaine players.
Despite the early or late practices,
despite of the expenses of buying a lot
of equipment, and despite the problem
of trying to catch up in experience and
skills other teams have, the UMaine
women's club hockey team has a roster
of 19 players. During games there are
frequent substitutions so every player
will get time to play.
costs, based upon need.
Amid an economic slump that has
seen sales-tax revenues trail projections,
McKernan has predicted that the gap
between revenue and spending will top
$100 million. House Speaker John Mar-
tin estimates the shortfall at $150 million
Spending cuts already ordered by
McKernan are not sufficient to cover the
shortfall and provide for the roughly
$25 million in emergency needs iden-
tified by state departments.
Because of the severity of the short-
fall, McKernan said funds targeted but
not yet spent for property-tax relief
"have to be on the table."
 
(continued from page D
tamed. It should not be the first stop for
ready cash," says House Minority
Leader Mary Clark Webster, R-Cape
Elizabeth.'
Democrates want to repeal the
homestead tax exemption and use the
allocated funds for other tax-relief
measures. Republicans are adamant that
the program be maintained.
Democrats appear to be united in
theirunwillingness to give up-any of the
$28 million allocated for the circuit-
breaker program this year.
House Majority Whip Joesph W.
Mayo, D-Thomaston, hopes to make
thP nresararn 
a bill he has introduced to allow
residents to- claim the benefits on their
income-tax forms.
(continued-from page I)
In their game against MIT yesterday
UMaine won 2-1. MIT scored first in the
first period, but UMaine came back with
a goal in the second period by Heather
Diller and another goal in the third
period by Kate Clinton. UMaine had 13
shots on goal while MIT had 8. Goalie
Nancy Allard had seven saves including
a crucial save at the end of the third
period when UMaine was short one
player because of a penalty.
Coach Curtin was pleased with the
team's performance but thought that
there were too many penalties. Nancy
Smith's penalty at the end of the game
put UMaine short a player and MIT - 
almost came back. There were two other
penalties along With-Smith's.
Next Sunday UMaine will be playing
Holy Cross at Alfond Arena at 11:45.
UMaine faces some difficult competi-
tion in the approaching games, but will
be able to learn from all their ex-
periences. "We're out there and we give
our one hundred ten percent. And we
realize we're not going to win every
game but when we do the amount we
learn in one game is amazing," said
Harris. "You always go out there, you
may lose 10-0 or whatever, but you
come off that ice learning so many
things you can't learn in practice."
MainTech Business Center
- Professional Resume Service
- Typing Service
- Copies Made
866-3795
Education that works!
The UMaine Cooperative hill( anon
program can provide you with
practical work experience v, hik
earning money and or academic
credit in your chosen held.
The Coop Education offi,e is
offering ivnes of informative
presentations The first ot 'nese
LS i n
Oxford Hall. 7:00pm on January 24
- We invite you to come lie.ar
how Co-op Mutation can benefit
your career plans_ Now is the
time to start thinking about
your future?
•Union (continued from page 1)
12 hours, and the second lasted 22
and-a-half hours.
"I'm still trying to recover,"
 hejoked.
"In light of the budget crunch, I'lljust say we did pretty well, " Gehrs
said.
Both unions have been working
without contracts since July 1, 1989.
By state law, university unions are
not allowed to strike.
"Chances are good that the ROT
will pass it," Gehrs said.
Members said they were relieved
and content with the decision.
"%VII be able to talk about it more
after everybody knows," one
_
negotiator said. "The important thing
is that we got what w- wanted and
needed."
- - The SOT can accept or reject the
unions contracts.
Union members are confident the
contract will be passed by the trustees.
Since a settlement was finalized,
union members will not conduct a
demonstration outside the Hilltop
Dining Commons where the BOT is
scheduled to meet for their regular
meeting. The demonstration was
scheduled for Jan. 29, according to
Gehrs.
"Therea-110-1- 1C11140—ntilr4 -
said.
_
Come meet the brothers of
Phi Kappa Sigma
Upcoming rush functions
6 p.m. Thesday Jan. 30 - Movie and Pizza Night
5 p.m. Thursday Feb. 1 - Spaghetti Dinner
with Sorority
For a ride or information call
Elliot Mitchell at
581-4164 or
866-3912
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Expect much of
The Inspectors
By Michael Adamowicz
Staff Writer
The Inspectors are picking up in the
nineties right where they left off in the
eighties.
Simple, the band's second album, has
brought the foursome much praise, con-
tinuing a trend they set with their first
record, Hey. In addition, Simple has ex-
panded the group's,listening audience.
Following up an album like Hey was
no easy task. As well as having two cuts,
"No Ordinary Love" and "There Goes
by Ted Sullivan
19e4.1cD ` 1A1
ITS/. POrig% 150r
amin> 4c...1>chl
by Jeff MacNelly
by Bill Watterson
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qt.
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rRoiSK
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
*h. "
tually all major Maine radio stations,
Hey was awarded best recorded and
produced album in the state of Maine
by the Maine Sunday Telegram in 1988; '
Band members are hopeful that Sim-
ple will become 'a hit as well.
"We've really been pleased with the
response to the new record," guitarist
Tim Leighton said before last Wednes-
day night's performance at Geddy's in
Orono. "The public has really been
receiving us."
Best of all, the release of Simple has
really given the group a chance to get its
name around.
Already a household name in Maine,
The Inspectors have expanded to
become a common name thoughout
New England.
"Most pecrpte can't believe- were
from Maine," Leighton said.
But from Maine they are, and the
Augusta-based foursome of Leighton,
— drummer Craig Record, bass guitarist
Dick Homes, and Keyboarciistilead
vocalist Bob Colwell have proven that
Maine can rock 'n' roll.
Playing thoughout New England, The
Inspectors have really felt the benefits
of the past year. Simple has been played
on well-known radio stations like
Boston's WBCN, and the capital for
new music in New England, WFNX.
"Getting played on stations such as
WBCN and WFNX has definately been
an honor," Leighton said.
As a result of all of this attention, the
group has been performing more
original music in its shows.
Having already earned a reputation of
being a great perfomance band, The In-
spectors are now playing with more
energy than ever.
"Sure we sometimes feel the effects
of touring," Colwell said Wednesday.
"But it's not like we have day
jobs," he joked.
But there is no joking about Colwell
when hc is performing. As well as be-
ing a great vocalist, he is also a multi-
talented musician, playing four in-
struments live, including keyboards,
guitars, saxophone and harmonica.
Colwell is also the band's chief
songwriter, having written six of the
nine tracks on Simple.
Presently the record is available on
River Records.
Overall Simple has given The Inspec-
tors the reputation of being much more
of a listeners' band.
"We're still looking for style,"
Leighton said, speaking of the band's
new song ideas.
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Leukemia victim waits for donor
NEW YORK (AP) - For the sake of
a 20-year-old leukemia victim, about
9,600 people have undergone blood tests
in the past three months, hoping that
they will be able to .give her the bone
marrow that might save her life.
Allison Atlas is still waiting. But as a
result of her search for a compatible
donor, eight other patients have found
potential donors and a data bank that
collects information about possible
donors is nearly 10,000 names richer.
volunteer they bring in. Public relations
and fund-raising pointers come from the
Life-Savers Foundation, the recruiting
arm of the National Marrow Donor Pro-
gram in St, Paul, Minn.
"Help save Allison's Life," entreats
an advertisement that has brought
volunteers to synagogues and Jewish
community centers in Washington,
Baltimore, Boston, New York, Har-
risburg,PA., Norfolk, VA., and other
cities.
Atlas. "It's reinforced in my mind that
we are going to find someone."
"It's been a very emotional experience
for the whole family to see all these peo-
ple waiting in line," said her father,
Alvin Atlas.
"We're private people; it's been a very
difficult thing to do," said Atlas, a
clothing store owner. "But one of our
goals is to save our daughter's life. The
doctors don't know how much time we
have."
The Atlas family of Bethesda. MD., Doctors told Ms. Atlas in August that
is among about 15 families around the Each ad features a photo of the New her type of leukemia can only be cured
country who have zone public with mar-  York University busine_ss. maja. Ms, _ by a transplapt  to renlackdiseased mar-
row searches, helped by a nafit5-W- was,- zo,-- -sometimes appears-at The row, v-TvYIA—prodfcces new VW -Mr
organization.- --- -----blood-testing centers, along with her
The families travel, talk to reporters, parents and siblings.
"Several peo_ple have come up to mehold. don_or drives and raise money to 
cover the $75 blood test fee for each and sgg, 'I hope I'm the one:" said Ms.
•
Harry Dalton: Police
officer and author
By Bridget Soper
Staff Writer
To most University of Maine students,
Harry Dalton is the Bear's Den police
officel_In others._ he is a published
author.
Dalton has recently published a
children's story called Broken Stick A'
Legend.
"The story was told to me many years
agoby Sarah-Sockolexis, the Mother-Or
the great athlete, Andrew Sockolexis,"
Dalton said.
Broken Stick is the story of a young
Mic Mac Indian who was born unable
to walk. His name comes from the sticks
that he used to help him walk. The sliTiry
is of his adventure with other Indian
tribes and with the British.
Dalton has had his work published in
Colliers, Boy's Life, and Saturday Evom-
ing Post. Most of the work has appeared
under another author's name.
Initially, Dalton's Jane -
Weinberger, who is a publisher in
Southwest Harbor, was to publish the
book for him. Because of the time it
would have taken before the book would
have been published, Dalton decided to
establish his own publishing company.
"All you have to do is dream up a
name for the company and write to the
Library of Congress to get a number,"
Dalton said.
Members of her family and 75,000
listings at the National Marrow Donor
Program did not match her tissue type.
The odds of a match are usually about
1 in 20,000. It was determined that her
best chance for a match was among peo-
ple who shared her Eastern European
Jewish ancestry, a group the donor pool
was largely lacking.
In November, friends of Allison
started a flurry of donor drives at Jewish
institutions.
Similiarly inspired groups are working
to enlarge the donor pools for Asian-
American, Greek
-American and other
ethnic groups.
The family of Judie Davis in Oakland,
Calif., is targeting_AacarhAmerican
aorrors: - -
"We're concerned because we might be
running out of time for her," said Liz
Quam, a spokeswoman for the donor
bank.
He started the Regis Publishing
company.
Dalton has worked for UMaine for
8 years with the Department of Public
Safety. Five of those years have been
spent patrolling the Bear's Den.
The book has an appendix which il-
lustrates the way of life for the Indian
tribes. Dalton tells about the ways the In-
dians used ocher and other minerals to
mix with pine tree to make dye. ,
He grew up in MilfOni across fiorfilii-
dian Island. This was where he became
interested in Indian legends.
Dalton spent 23 years in the Navy and
fought in three wars. He did pre-invasion
preparation during the Vietnam war. He
was stationed in Europe during World
War II.
"I explained in the backof-the-book,
the difference between the tribes. Mic
Macs were, very aggressive. The
Penobscots fought onlyydr.n_they_ were
pushed," he said.
Dalton said that the last bounty paid
-on an Indian was in 1928
-Another book is being planned by
Dalton. It is titled First Encounter. The
story is about the Vikings landing on the
St. John's River.
It chronicles the life ora chief's wife
who refused to c9mmit suicide And was
ostracized by hts.9.na_mu
Broken Stick A L.egeWJ is currently
available only at the University
Bookstore. --
Where Results Really Count
GRAND OPENING
February 1st
'$99 3 Mo.Tanning Package
$125 5 Herbal Body Wraps
$50 UMO Fitness Package
• Featuring •
'Tanning
'Body Wraps
'Cardiovascular Equipment
• Fitness Funwear
• Vitamin Supplements
• Softubs
- 29 S. Water Si., Old Town ' formerly California Concepts
-o.• .
*827-3212*
411..
*Panama
balance-of-payment support, public
- investment and economic restructur-
ing in a country whose economy was
tattered by Manuel Antonio Noriega's
corrupt regime. Noriega, who sur-
rendered to U.S. troops, is in jail in
Florida facing drugtrafficking
charges.
Bush said some of aid money
would be siphoned away from other
countries' foreign aid programs, but
he and other administration officials
did not give specifics.
Simon said he had learned that $30
nullion would-come from programs
originally designed to help Somalia
and the Sudan. He said he would op-
pose redirecting the money.
continued from page 3)
Lawmakers generally say they are
eager to do something for Panama.
"I applaud that effort," said Sen.
Claiborne Pell, D-R.I., chairman of
the Foreign Relations Committee.
Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind., agreed.
But several members peppered Ber-
nard Aronson, the deputy secretary of
state for inter
-American affairs, with
questions about Panama's future.
Sen. Christopher Dodd, D
-Conn.,
chairman of the Senate Foreign Al-
fairs subcommittee on the Western
Hemisphere, akkedAronson what
being done to ensure that Panama-
nians return the billions of dollars in
capital that left the country during
the Noriega regime.
4
Send your
Valentine a quarter
pound of handmade
chocolates, accompanied
by a beautiful Victorian
card and personal message
ValeNtiNe
fates
Ellen's
175 Exchange St.
Bangor. ME 04401
942-3485
Prepayment required with full information for delivery. Personal checks accepted.
Our fee of
— 35.00 inttudes
delivery to a college
dorm. We must receive all
orders by February 12.
RUSH ZN
Come meet the
brothers of Sigma Nu
Tues. Jan. 30 Dinner with the brothers then
5,30Pm a talk with Maine Hockey Coach
Shawn Walsh at 645pm.
Thurs. Feb. 1 Join the brothers of Sigma Nu and the
sisters of AOTT in a fun-filled sliding
party with hot drinks afterwards.
Time:6:30pm
Sigma Nu is located behind Dunn Hal!.
aussese
Editorial
Slow progress
T he University of Maine will face some toughtimes in the next couple of years and the mannerproblems are handled will affect the future of this
institution.
The recent budget cuts will touch everyone that is a part
of the university. In the next two years students' tuition
most definitely will go up, faculty will be asked to work
department will have to scale back its plans and every
other department will have to "tighten its belt" as well.
The administration and state will be charged with fin-
ding a way to keep the uniVersity finctiotung as a credible
educational institution during this difficult time. It will
need help from the university community to carry out its
mission.
When an organization is faced with adversity the best
remedy is communication and cooperation, but more often
the generic respolise is finger pointing and scapegoating.
At this point, the university seems to be headed in the
direction of the latter response.
The University of Maine is blaming theLegislature and
the state has called for an audit, claiming mismanagement,
while academic departments blame the lack of funds on an
increased emphasis given to athletics.
Every group on campus has a reason why they should be
left untouched by the cuts and they all have legitimate
reasons. But the "We're more important than you" attitude
is only going to add strain to an already delicate situation.
This university hhs come too far in the past three years
to see it all fall with one setback. Enrollment has grown
with the school's popularity-
 
and academics have improved
also. • 
There are a lot of people who can be blamed in this
situation, but the finger pointing must stop or all involved
will lose. It is time for the university community to pull
together before it grows apart.
Then, hopefully the next two years the university's pro-
gress will only slow down and not regress.
Ike I
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The powers that be
Something interesting has
hap r :ned to our student voice.
It disappeared.
Historically, college students
have been known for storming
a college president's office, stag-
ing sit-ins in presidential offices,
passively resisting to unpopular
policy. They have boycotted
classes to make their statements,
they have risked arrest and
water cannons to take a stand,
and they have gathered in front
of Memorial Unions and on
library steps, using megaphones
and microphones to amplify
their thoughts to their collegiate
masses.
But you may be asking,
"what's there to protest these
days?" My answer: nothing
earAs-shaking at this university.
But here we are, awaiting a re-
staging of those ill-fated student
government elections in
December. You know, all that
stuff about Gunnar Christensen
and Ed Glover and accusations
of campaigning too near to the
polls? Some candidates were
told they couldn't campaign
there, others were told they
could. That set up the elections
for a huge disaster. Some can-
didates felt that students would
vote for whatever set of can-
didates they had last seen. That
would have been Gunnar and
Ed. They won. Hence the
theory.
But now it's time for new
campaigns, complete with new
campaign platforms.
There are less candidates run-
ning this semester than last, but
they still need some kind of
platform. There has to be some
set of goals or promises that ap-
peal to student interests. That's
what gets the votes.
There's the key. Student in-
terests. Which brings me back
to the startI, on: this 
dead 
    column: 
wrong 
 there 
with
tth
doesn'thopeseem to be any.
this theory and I.get all kinds
of irate letters saying "Jon, you
idiot, there's this and this and
this and this and this and
Jon Bach
this' 'tit" But I  "call 'em as I see
as they say, and there
doesn't seem to be anAlting_i
pressing on students' minds.
They seem to be content, like I
am, concentrating on making it
through the semester, starting
off well, and allowing
themselves to be devoted to
classwork, more or less, so they
can get out of here in a
reasonable amount of years.
Can you imagine the outcry if
the colleges on this university
changed all the requirements for
prospective majors? There'd be
riots on the mall 24 hours a day.
But since everything related to
degree pursuits is relatively
static, students are content (at
least they seem to be).
So here I am with my percep-
tion that there's no issues for
students to get worked up
about. If I'm right, then the
candidates are going to have a
hard time putting together a
platform.
I've leained that one set of
candidates is already having--
some difficulties with this. And
rightly so. _
What can they promise? what
can they say that would appeal
to students enough for them to
get their votes?
Parking? well, that doesn't
seem to be a real issue anymore.
Cutler? Okay there too. Orono
police? Can't do much about
that; they get paid to enforce the
law. The powers-that-be ho
make campus policy even got
ridof that toll booth-like thing
on the road between Barrows
and Boardman halls. So what's
left To bitch about?---- -
If I were one of the can-
4itiatec, my platform would be
short and simple: Don't worr!,
about big issues for now (which
is easy because there arent any),
take the time to devote to
tightening up the bolts of the
senate "machine. " Almost
every senate meeting is faced
with the problem of not having
enough people to pass resolu-
tions about campus issues.
Without the quorum, _two-
thirds of the senate members,
the senate is just a bunch of
people who bother to show-up-
and talk about issues and is
powerless to do anything about
them. You can't vote without a
quorum. That's their policy.
Ok. So the first priority
should be to strengthen the
vehicle by which students have
their voice and representation.
A more efficient senate would
make a lot of what they do
easier. There needs to be more
attention to attendance, senate
by-laws and procedures.
Without that, the stage is set for
inefficiency.
Another thing I would do if
I was a candidate would be to
go door-to-door and ask
students what was on their
minds. Old-fashioned politics.
Building an effective represen-
tation "one constituent at a
time" to paraphrase a popular
commercial.
Senators: take this dormant
period and make the time to get
to know who you're represett-
ting. That's what your job is,
after all. Don't worry about
fancy speeches to get votes. Get
them by being visible and car-
ing about what we think. Then
you'll get my vote.
Jonathan Bach is a senior
journalism major who doubles
as an arm-chair politician.
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Response
Reverse discrimination?
To the editor:
I'm not a chauvanist or sex-
ist in any way, but I'm wonder-
ing why it seems that feminists
are treating men as the scum of
the earth in recent years and are
adopting a way of thinking
about them that is the one they
. • 
wondering why a lot of atten-
tion seems to be focused on that
one gender and equal attention
c-if-maTe issues is non-existant.
For example, there are many
activities on this campus, that
deal exclusively with women's
issues. There are the Women in
the Curriculum discussion
series flyers that I. see around
campus and there are some
disks dealing only about
women. There is no men in the
Curriculum series, there is no
class called "Men in History. "
If there was, there'd be an
uproar! Those are just some of
my curiosities.
I'm prepated to be verbally
castrated for saying stuff like
this, but to a certain extent I
aheady have been made to feel
that way. I just hive a natural
curio v of why there seems to
DRUG
TESTING
LAB
c..W-cov.4.1E CPS
Cartoon
lo the editor:
Steven Kurth's comic strip of
Jan 22 was in unusually poor
taste, even for the "local talent"
section of the comic page.
Evidently, the three-week
semester break allowed Steve
the time to reflect on the true
meanining of Christmas, which
inspired him to "tap" a new
source of low-grade humor and
show Jesus Christ as a party
animal who turns water into
beer for his drunken buddies.
One can only assume that
Steve is trying to imitate his
nationally-syndicated betters in
the artful caricature and witty
be reverse discrimination.
Sometimes some women in my
classes, with their personal ac-
counts of how men can be scum
make me ashamed to be male.
Is that what the discussion is
supposed to do? If so, then it
works. I feel probably like a
women who has been
tiveness that a lot of women
seem to have lately regarding
men. He portrays them as hav-
ing equal capabilities. That's the
way we should be thinking. Not
this kind of reverse sexism pro-
duced by years of women being
treated as subordinates by
males. I feel I've been a victim
that's one of the goals of
describing the past abuses of
men towards women. Maybe I
just answered-my own question.
I'm not sure.
It's just gotten so bad that
most of my male professors
have to think and double think
about every word they say so it
doesn't offend anyone. I've seen
a professor be needlessly scold-
ed when he said "man is a
creature of habit." A
woman interrupted him in
mid-sentence and added
"...AND women!!!"
A guest column by Stuart
Bullion in Wednesday's paper
hit the mark perfectly with his
vies.' that women in the Military
can command jet fighters and
attack helicopters just as well as
men. His comments don't por-
tray the vengeance and vindic-
tent. A discrimination by
women.
--trra few classes I've had,-Pvv-
heard -some generalizations
made by women about the
behavior of All men and I find
that offensive. I don't act the
way they claim All men act or
have acted. In that sense, I can
relate to how women must have
felt to be discriminated against.
But like I said before, there
seems to be this new upsurge of
women lashing out at men in
their "new" cause of feminism,
forsaking discussions about
equality in the process. It just
seems like reverse sexism to me.
Am 1 narrow-minded?
Steve Myers
York  Hall
YOU'Re CLUN,
.)C.'aixt FIR 114iS 021.iQF
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inspires
critique of those in positions of
leadership, but this is where he
makes his unfortunate mistake.
Wheras our political leaders
are servants of the public and
are subject to the opinions and
tastes of a fickle cjeizenry, God
is not. Humanity was created
and continues to exist only to
bring honor and glory to God.
However, evil has come between
God and Humankind, condem-
ning everyone to eternal separa-
tion from God.
Because of his kindness and
mercy, God sent His son Jesus
Christ to earth in human form
to provide a.way for people to
reach out to God. God sent His
criticism
son as a gift, but the people re-. -
jected and ridiculed Jesus. God
is patient with the people He
made and loves, and He allows
this disrespect even to this day;
but it wilL,not go on forever.
"For weknow Him who said
'it is mine to avenge; I will
repay', and again, 'The Lord will
judge His people! It is a dread-
ful thing to fall into the hands
of the living God."
(Hebrews 10:30-31)
S. David D\ orak
Assistant Professor
Mechanical Engineering
Technology
Letters to the editor should be 300
words or less, and guest columns
should be about 450 words.
For verification purposes, a name,
address, and telephone, number
MUST be included with all letters.
Letters received without a name
and telephone number will not be
__________ ...al ...— • t I •_I----- ---A— — —.AU— _a
F, ..  igrrrtrr-sTINFTWITTr17117-1/17Tmertr: -1
The Maine Campus reserves
the right to edit letters for length,
taste, erid-ltbet
Negativity rolls
To the editor:
A columnist harping on the
negative? How dare him! Let's
be real here. I take issue with
Ms. Feldman's letter of critism
about Jon Bach's guest column
on January 19 about "Things
you Can Count On". She accus-
ed him of being too negative
about things at this University.
I guess newspaper columnist are
supposed to be only concerned
with spending their energy "fix-
---ing the negative" like MS.
Feldman says, not writing about
it. I guess they are supposed to
be like Peace Corp. volunteers
trying to singlehandedly fix all
the negative things instead of
supposedly "complaing" about
them. But is it complaining? Or
is Mr. Bach trying to do
something about it by poking
fun at the University or trying
to tell students just how morbid
this place can be. I think he do-
ing what Ms. Feldman wants
him to do. Columnist don't just
talk idly. I read Dave Berry's
column religiously in the
MIAMI HERALD and Mike
Barnacle's columns in THE
BOSTON GLOBE religiously
too. They are funny, insightful
and they don't try to change the
world, but they do make us
realize what it's like. Then it's
up to us, the non-column
writers to do something about
it (the columnists can help if
they want too). Even though
there are a lot of typos and a
few factual errors now and then
in the columns of THE MAINE
CAM PUS-;- (for example the
woman's name in the Stuart
case in Boston is Carol, not Lin-
da as Ms. Koliander says)
reading them is a routine part
of my lunch hour. They are stu-
dent voices: the future of the
-- world, right? I like to think I'm
the future of the world and I'm
a student. But whether or not
their trying to change the world,
it's the fact that students like
you and me are communicating
with the rest of the students at
U. Maine, bitching, complain-
ing, harping on the negative and
all. Mr. Lick's comments
deserve to be criticized and so
do those from that so-called
student president that aske that
misleading question in the first
place. Keep it up, Maine Cam-
pus. Let the negativity roll!
Jennifer O'Leary
Bangor
Safe spring break
To the editor:
Dear Students:
Spring is a great time of year
especially in Florida. Our
weather is beautiful, it's the
perfect time to visit our beaches
and other attractions. Our cities
and residents are ready to
welcome you with open arms.
At this time we want to re-
mind you, that while we hope
you enjoy your spring vacation,
you must be aware of laws in
Florida that may directly affect
you.
We ask that you respect our
"21" age drinking law. It is il-
legal for anyone under age 21 to
possess, purchase or any way
obtain alcoholic beverages.
It is against the law in our
state for the driver or
passengers of a motor vehicle to
possess an open container of
alcohol. Thousands of people
die each year in alcohol-related
crashes. We do not want you to
become another statistic.
Spring break can be a joyous
vacation filled with sun, sandy
beaches and friends. Too many
times, instead, it turns tragic.
Only you can control how your
vacation will end. We want you
to return to your schools and
families safe and healthy,
please, drive sober and don't
ride with anyone who has been
drinking.
Susan Larson
Safe Spring Break Chairman
'
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Wieck, Garwood present
outstanding performance
By John Begin
Staff Writer
Anatole Wieck and Lillian Garwood
pooled their talents Saturday evening,
combining to present an outstanding
violin/viola and piano recital before a
near-capacity audience in Lord Hall.
Wieck, an assistant professor of music
at the University of Maine, and Gar-
wood, a UMaine music instructor, per-
formed a program consisting of a varie-
ty of different classical styles that enabl-
ed them to better showcase their musical
5Aczer: =4—
tremely difficultviolin composition re-
quiring an intense concentration to
perform.
Beginning with a strong piano en-
trance, the piece slowed for the violin in-
troduction before weaving back and
forth along the musical scale.
After Wieck's multi-octave slide from
an eery scream to a low moan, the com-
position alternated between increases
and decreases in tempo, creating a boun-
cing rhythm.
Garwood's playing greatly com-
plemented. Wieck's.. as the sounds of her
"Sonata in c minor, Op. 6, No. 5" a
composition written by Italian violinist
and composer Pietro L,ocatelli, was the
first selection of the evening.
Callint—kii—• a pipe organ aria violin
duet, the composition featured beautiful
harmonizations, as the clear, sharp
sound of the violin and the muffled
sound of the pipe organ blended to form
unified melodies.
Wieck's skill with the violin became
more apparent as the pace of the music
increased. In playing rapid bridges of
notes, his bow continually skipped over
the strings with remarkable efficiency,
catching the desired chords and moving
on, without even the slightest appearance
of error.
The piece grew more powerful as it
neared completion, ending in an
energetic musical display.
Following "Sonata in c minor" was
Niccolo Paganini's "I Palpiti," an el(••
The sounds of Wieck's violin became
softer, and at times were barely louder
than a whisper, as the piece slowly fad-
ed and ended.
Joaquin Nin's "In the Garden of Lin-
daraxa" closed out the first half of the
performance, and Wieck returned for
the second half carrying a viola.
"Three Pieces for Viola" by Mann
Marais was the first composition for
viola of the evening, and was followed
by "Arpeggione" by Franz Schubert.
piano served to FeTri orce "Ige --notes
emanating from the strings.
The peaceful tone set by the piece was
ihterrupted by rapid bursts of notes from
--Wieek's violin, that crashecr3311R—i the
scene with authority .
Wieck was picking notes with his
fingers at one point, and his fingers were
almost a blur because of the speed at
which they were moving.
A strong finish capped a tremendous
performance of the composition. The
audience's enjoyment of the selection
was obvious by their long and boisterous
applause.
Wieck and Garwood made a complete
shift from the speed and energy of "I
Palpiti" with the calm, soothing tone of
"Lullaby" by Chen Yu-Hsin.
Written by Hsin in 1950 after he found
out that his wife had just given birth to
a baby girl, "Lullaby" contains strong
Chinese musical elements.
The lively niece resembled .Austrian.
folk mtiliffines
ing, " created by quick climbs up the
scale after an initial down beat.
Moving through a variety of rhythms
and tempos, the piece seemed to contain
nlany songs in one.
Robert Schumann's "Adagio and.
Allegro in A Flat Major, Op. 70" con-
cluded the scheduled program, but
Wieck and Garwood returned for an en-
core performance of "By the Fire" after
a enthusiastic standing ovation by the
audience.
The Brazilian piece introduced ir-
regular rhythms into the performance,
setting the music apart from the other
musical selections of the evening.
A humorous little segment on both
the piano and violin concluded the
superb performance, and brought both
chuckles and applause from the au-
dience.
"Add one part Dylan, two parts Floyd, and mix in a handful of Laurie Anderson..."
4"
PAUL • DRESHER • ENSEMBLE
Slow Fire melds music and word, song and speech into one brilliant, terrifying,
witty, compassionate unity.. .Dresher has pounced upon the beleagured
monodrama form and spiced it with-a-pop-flavored, post-Freudian vision that
provides a searing portrait of, an everyman hero crippled by his own past..."
—San Francisco Examiner
Thursday, February 1, 8:00 pm
UMaine Student / Senior Citizen Price: $10-12, General Public Price: $12-14
(Students can get free tickets through the comprehensive fee program. Contact the MCA ticket office for details.)
Watch for our Video Table in the Memorial Union
for Ticket and Poster Giveaways!
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
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Comedians entertain crowd Saturday
Jon Stetson Mark Fodero perform to near-capacity audience at Damn Yankee
By Bridget Soper
Staff Writer
Magic and comedy combined Satur-
day night to entertain in audience in the
Damn Yankee.
Jon Stetson and Mark Fodero per-
formed for a near capacity crowd in a
show put on by The Union Board.
Stetson opened the show with a blend
of magic and comedy. He performed
- magic rrrocs— ueLweefi i g lures.
"I can't do much monologue. I use it
to break up a show," Stetson said.
Stetson's portion of the show was fast
paced as he raced between magic tricks
and bantering_ wit,h thedience,_
Stetson's big trick involved members
of the audience. He asked one member
to hold a piece of fruit and he asked
another for his wallet. After making fun
of the man's Batman wallet, Stetson
took the money out of the man's wallet
and placed it in one of four envelopes.
The man chose which envelope contain-
ed his money and Stetson burned the
other three.
When the man opened his envelope,
he found nothing. Stetson filled the
envelope with ashes and then asked for
the fruit. He cut the grapefruit in half
and found a playing card.
Stetson opened his own wallet which
was zipped up and found another
envelope which was sealed with three
seals. In the envelope was the money
with the man's name on it.
Stetson has opened shows for come-
dians Jay Leno and Rodney Dangerfield.
Fodero's part of the show was vastly
different from Stetson's. Fodero strictly
told jokes and bantered with the au-
• • • 
• 
 
 1•17- 
--r_-,-vierer.,,I-P 14CIRIORIV—
ranged from driver's education to old
age to static electricity. He also did
various impressions.
He did an imitation of a dog choking
on a bone chip, of a Navaho Indian
choking on a corn chip, and of a seagull
choking on a syringe.
Fodero has opened for George Carlin,
Emo Phillips and Jay Leno.
The audience reacted more to Stet
son's portion of the show. Fodero
bantered with the audience when he did
not hear any reaction to his joke.
Stetson bantered with the audience to
involve them.
"I believe that people like to laugh,"
Stetson said.
The show was part of the After Hours
series which is sponsored by The Union
Board.
1:1
Jon Stetson used magic and comedy to amuse the audience at the Damn Yankee
Saturday night during a performance for the After Hours Comedy Series.
-•••••••.-
Student Leadership Positions Available
Student Member of the Board of Trustees
 -IV-you are planning on being enrolled in this_University
for the next two years and are interested in being on the
Board of Trustees (voting member!), please drop by the
Student Government Office on the third floor of the
Memorial Union on Wednesday or Friday between 3:00 and
4:00. Ask for Stephane Fitch. You must be an in-state
student to apply!
Student Senate Recording Secretary
$20.00 per week stipened
Responsibilities:
- To attend Senate meetings every Tuesday, 6:00 p.m. to
9:00 p.m., record the proceedings and turn them in by
Thursday at the Student Government Office.
- To take attendance at the beginning and end of
each meeting.
Requirement: , Good _note taking_ ability is a must.
If you wish to get experience in your field of study
or wish to be a Campus Leader, contact the Student
Government Office at 581-1775 and get involved!
_
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Show brings variety of talent to UMaine
By Brenda Ronco
Volunteer Writer
What do a Maine humorist, a visual
comedian, a Ragtime performer, and
two folk singers have in common?
They all excited and entertained the
audience at the Maine Center for the
Arts Saturday.
The prograni---- "Postcards From
Maine" featured some of Maine's finest
performers including Tim Sample, Ran-
dy Judkins, Glenn Jenks, and Rex
Fowler and Neal Shulman of Aztec
Two
-Step.
Sample, a native of Maine, perform-
.6,4 * • I.... 
I" series and some of his favorite
"Hubert and Wilbur" stories.
Since 1980 Sample has released 5
comedy albums, most under the "Bert
and l" label.
-Sample also introduced the acts dur-
ing the show. The first to perform was
Randy Judkins, a visual comedian also
from Maine. Judkins' act was high in
audience participation and involvement.
He incorporated a volunteer from the
audience into his act of balloon bending,
mime, and juggling.
Judkins' final part of his act was a
hilarious trip around the stage on a
unicycle.
When Sample came back on stage to
introduce the next act, he was ready with
a story about Mainers. "Folks come
from all over and wonder why Maine
people have the ability to come up with
such one-liners. It's because many
natives have been asked a lot of numb
questions!"
Maine humorist Tim Sample was one of the performers who entertained the
Saturday night as part of the!Lirostcards From Maine" performance.
Glenn Jenks, a Maine folk and
Ragtime performer, started with his ren-
dition of "A Daisy a Day" while the au-
dience sang along. He wrapped up his
act with a Brazillian Rag tune.
The family entertainment continued
with more humor from Sample and the
Maine folk group Aztec Two-Step.
The duo that resembles Simon and
Garfunkel began their performance with
audience
a children's folk song "The Rabbit in
the Moon". They have performed with
such artists as Bruce Springsteen, Heart,
and the J. Geils Band.
Their music is a collection of
previously released songs that have been
re-recorded.
Aztec Two-Step ended their perfor-
mance with "Velvet Elvis", a comic
song about Elvis Presley.
at the Maine Center for the Arts
Before the end of the show Sample ex-
plained about his Maine "accent". "I
do speak English as a second
language."
Sample also commented on the show,
"I'm amazed at the depth of talent here
tonight. The Postcards From Maine
shows have maintained that rich, Maine
flavor since the first with a rich pool of
talent.''
Come to the
STUDY AWAY FAIR
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Tuesday, January 30
2-7 pm
Memorial Union
Sutton and Coe-Lounges
STUDY ABROAD
throughout the world
NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE
throughout the USA
Application deadlines are due soon for"
Academic Year 1990-1991
DISCOVER YOUR COUNTRY DISCOVER YOUR WORLD DISCOVER YOURSELF
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Hockey East
tops-in-nation
Times have changed for Hockey
East and the University of Maine
hockey team this year. _
The Black Bears continue to be one
of the top teams in the nation, as it
has been for the previous three years,
and Hockey East is still a strong
league.
The difference this year: Hockey
East has gotten stronger—much
stroller. In past years if the Hockey
East teams won halroTtheir games
against the western leagues it was con-
sidered to be successful.
UMaine has held its own against
teams in the other three leagues
(WCHA, CCHA, and ECAC), but
most of their victories in the past
usually came from beating up on a
majority of the Hockey East teams.
There was a time when only two or
three teams from the league would
earn national recognition, but that--
has all changed this year. An argue-
ment can be made that Hockey
is now the best league in the nation.
Hockey East teams have a combin-
ed record of 37-19-3 (.641) versus the
other leagues and UMaine is leading
the way with an 8-0-1 record against
CCHA and WCHA teams.
Hockey East has also placed no less
than six of the league's eight teams in
the top ten of one of the weekly ma-
jor college hockey polls so far this
season: In -last week's WMEB poll
Providence was ranked second,
UMaine was listed sixth and Boston
College was ranked eighth.
But while the league has been
dominating the other conferences, no
team has been able to take control in
the Hockey East race.
Boston College, Northeastern,
UMaine, Boston University and Pro-
vidence are separated by just eight
points. Boston College currently leads
the race with a 10-5 record and 20
points while Northeastern has earn-
ed 16 points on a 7-7-2 record and
UMaine has 15 points with a 7-5-1
mark.
UMaine coach Shawn Walsh said
defense and goaltending are the key
to the league's parity. "The league has
great goaltending and our league is
better defensively than any other
league,' Walsh said.
Friday night's game between
UMaine and Northeastern Universi-
(see BEAN pa e 16)
UMaine takes two from NU
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
Strong goaltending and some timely
goal scoring propelled the University of
Maine hockey team to two wins this
weekend over Northeastern University.
The Black Bears won, what head
OUtwit VP Glra 1 %ALL/U. la ^ . ratagNa.
game", Friday night in overtime by a
score of 3-2.
UMaine upped its Hockey East record
7-5-1 and into a tie for third place with
Providence, 6-3-3. Boston College is in
first at 10-5 and 20 points, while NU
held on to second with a 7-7-2 mark for
14 points. Freshman Jean-Ives Roy
scored the game winner 47 seconds into
- overtime. _ -
NU had a chance-to win-the game
seconds into the extra period when the
puck came into the UMaine zone and
goalie Matt DelGuidice skatecL_out tb
play it.
DelGuidice tripped with an NU player
right on him and the puck was sent
behind the net. UMaine left winger Scott
Pellerin turned away a second shot by
the Huskies and the puck was sent down
to the other end.
"I just misjudged the puck and then
I tripped. Scotty came back and saved
me," DelGuidice said. Roy then scored
his 27th goal of the season, and 7th
game winner, when he beat NU goalie
Tom Cole.
"The puck deflected off his (Cole's)
stick and went upstairs," said Roy of
the game winner.
Coach Walsh credited the defense for
the win.
UMaine goalie Matt DelGuidice makes a
"We played good defense and that's
what wins games. In the overtime, we
stopped them at one end and then went
down  and seorekat the other," he
said. -
The Huskies got on the board early
lit the first period when Mike Roberts
passed the puck over to Robbie Grant
who flipped it in past Delguidices short
side.
The Black Bears got one back six
minutes into the second period when
Dan Murphy dumped the puck into left
photo by Dave Burnes
save Friday night against Northeastern.
winger Justin Tomberlin who, with his
back to the net, stuffed in a backhander
past Cole.
UMaine got its first lead of the night
at 2:17 of the third period when senior
left winger Brian Bellefeuille got the
puck through heavy traffic to make the
score 2-1.
NU tied the game five minutes later
when Matt Saunders passed the puck
over to Brian Sullivan who knocked the
(see HUSKIES page 16)
Black Bear swim teams soak UNH
—By A n d rew Neff
Staff Writer
Both University of Maine varsity swim
teams proved to be rude hosts Saturday
as they dealt visiting University of New
Hampshire losses in both the men's and
women's meets at Wallace Pool in
Orono.
Coach Jeff Wren's women's team got
the day off to a successful start for
UMaine by handing UNH a convincing
192-106 defeat.
Not to be outdone, Alan Switzer's
men's team fashioned an easier-than-
expected win over UNH 129.57104.5.
"We expected it to be closer but both
teams have had problems with sickness
and everything plays a big part in how
a meet goes',' said sophomore Jeff Lynn,
who finished second in the 500 freestyle
and third in the 200 free. co
One of the big highlights of either
meet was the pool-record time turned in
by the women's 400-meter freestyle relay. c))
The team of freshman sensation Bob- E.
bi Wilson swimming the first leg, senior
Stacey Seabrease, freshman Laurie
Deputy, and sophomore anchor swim-
mer Jennifer Dennison left the other
teams in their wake and finished the race
in 1:39.83 seconds. The second-place
UNH team was a full eight seconds
behind.
"They wanted to break the pool record
today and only missed the school record
(1:39.78) by five-hundredths of a se-
cond," Wren said.
The UMaine swim teams defeated UNH
_
Jennifer Dennison may have had the
best day of any UMaine women. Not on-
ly was she part of the pool-record relay
team, she was also part of the first-pace
200-medley relay team. Dennison also
won the 100 freestyle and the 200
backstroke.
Despite missing last week's meet
against Northeastern University due to
a back injury, diver Michelle Giroux
easily Saturday altemoon.
showed little signs of-rust and won both
the one- and three- meter diving events.
Other swimmers having strong perfor-
mances were Noreen Solakoff (first in
the 1,000 free, second in the 100 free),
Jill Abrams (first in 200 individual
medley, first on 200 medley relay, second
in 50 free) and Julie Chandler (first in
(see SWIM page 15)
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Bouchard leads women's hoop, 57-54
By Beth Staples
Staff Writer
Rachel Bouchard returned from illness
and powered in 23 points, nine in the
final six minutes to lead the University
of Maine women's basketball team to a
57-54 victory Saturday over Central
Michigan at the Bangor Auditorium.
"I don't know if I was 100 percent,"
Bouchard said, "but in the big games
you don't care how you feel. This game
was do or die for us. This win gives us
a better shot at an NCAA bid."
:warm- sivatu Ojfl Lush
said getting the ball to Bouchard in the
last minutes of the game was crucial.
"She has always come through in
crunch situations," slie said.
With UMaine trailing 46-43 with six
minutes remaining, Bouchard put in her
own missed shot to cut CMU's lead to
one.
Then with 4:56 left she sunk two foul
shots to momentarily give UMaine the
lead (47-4A)
Yvette Mason scored on a baseline
jumper at 4:4.0 and Sue Nissen sunk a
hook shot in the lane to give the Chip-
pewas a three point lead with 3:40 left
on the clock.
Tracey Frenette answered with a
baseline jumper at 3:20 to cut the lead
to one. TWenty three seconds later
Bouchard drove the baseline, made the
hoop, was fouled, and sunk the foul shot
to give UMaine a lead (52-50) it never 
relinquished.
Julie Bradstreet was fouled grabbing
an offensive rebound and sunk both
ends of a 1-and-1 to up UMaine's lead
to 54-50 with 2:25 remaining.
Central Michigan's first-year guard
Carrie Isanhart hit two foul shots to cut
UMaine's lead to two but Bouchard
answered with an inside hoop off a
Bradstreet pass to again, up the lead to
four.
Fifteen seconds later Mary Oswald hit
a hook shot and UMaine's lead was cut
to two, 56-54, with 1:42 left. For 1:38,
each learn traded misses. With four
seconds remaining Oswald was fouled by
Beth Sullivan as she grabbed an offen7_
ivuutma coal Vrcor tu Inc uric TM-TVA
shots. Oswald's first shot bounced away
and then she missed the second
intentionally.
Cathy Iacotieta ran down the rebound
and was fouled with one tick left on the
clock. She sunk the first of two shots to
give the Bears the three point win.
Although the Bears shot .200
(7-for-35) from the floor in the firsthalf,
they took a 24-23 lead into halftime.
Roberts said her players' injuries and
illnesses contributed to the low field goal
percentage.
"Because we've had players out or in-
jured we haven't been able to get up and
down the floor in practice. T'ransition- E
wise we're not hitting the fast breaks, "1,
she said.
Roberts said Frenette was not feeling a
well and limited her playing time to 16
minutes.
We get- one Over. The hüip.
_bee_Bou(atimpaseis) Rachel Bouchard scored 23
CANADA YEAR
CANADA YEAR
CANADA YEAR
STUDY ABROAD IN
CANADA
English language universities
French immersion programs available
Outstanding international experiences
Universities from the Atlantic to Pacific coasts
Consider
Uniuersity of New Brunswick Scholarship Program
Simon Fraser University. British Columbia, Exchange
UMaine tuition rates at McGill, Carleton and Laual
The New England-Quebec Student Exchange Program
Seueral ISEP Exchange opportunities
For futher information contact:
The Canadian-American Center
154 College Avenue
581-4220
or
Study Abroad
third floor, Alumni Hall
58 1-15 85
points to lead UMaine to its 14th win of the season.
STVDYANT AID RECIPIENTS
New changes to Federal regulations require that
all new borrowers under the Stafford/GSL and
Supplemental Loan for Students attend an
entrance interview/loan counseling session.
This affects only those students who have
borrowed or will borrow a Stafford/GSL or
Supplemental Loan for Students for the FIRST
TIME at the University of Maine during the
1989-1990 academic year. Those students who
have borrowed under these programs at the
University of Maine during prior years are
exempt from these new requirements.
If you are a new borrower, you WILL NOT receive
your Stafford/GSL check until you have attended
one of the entrance interview/loan counselng
sessions. If you have already attended one of
these sessions at the Orono campus, you will not
be required to attend again.
DATES AND TIMES FOR LOAN
COUNSELING SESSIONS
TUE JAN 30 3:00-4:00 FFA ROOM
THU FEB 8 7:30-8:30 FFA ROOM
WED FEB 14 4:00-5:00 _FFA ROOM
The MI
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•Swim
200 backstroke,
backstroke).
Those with first-place finishes were
Stacey Seabrease, Stephanie Taylor,
Natalie Zedenek and Mary Clem
Whaling.
Coach Switzer's men continued to
steamroll through the latter part of their
schedule, running their meet record to
4-1 in the last five meets.
"We had a lot of good things happen-
ing from our second people," Switzer
said. "Some of the people who swam
were swimming sick but they really did
a good job."
The UMaine men were led by senior
Russ Verby, who won the 200 and 500
freestyles; sophomore dim Rick Keens
winner orthe brte=BrIalfiretrIfIeterdiVeV,
and freshman Bob Leonard, who won
the 50 and 100 freestyle events.
_ 
Others having outstanding.daysxgra_
second in . 100
(continued from page 13)
freshman Tom Hines, who was second
in both diving events; Brad Burnham
(first and second in 1,000 freestyle and
200 butterfly, respectively); and Peter
Small, who was second. in the 200 IM
and third in the 200 butterfly.
Robert Greene, Scott Badger, Bill
Stone and Steve Campbell were part of
a rarity in collegiate swimming—a dead
heat for first place-in a relay event.
UMaine finished tied with the No. 1
UNH relay team in the 400 freestyle
relay. Both teams finished in 3:26.70.
With the wins, both Black Bear
squads upped their meet records to 5-4
and appear to be heading into the
season-ending championship meets
 _ -pnaarrearrs--atraTrW- rirft
"We're on a roll and we're just going
to take it all the way to the champion-
ships.' hope, "! Lynn said.
Bouchard
(Bouchard) and something happens to
another," she said.
Bradstreet contributed eight points
and seven rebounds for the Bears.
Sullivan and Jessica Carpenter, who
started for Carrie Goodhue, both add-
ed seven points.
Heather Briggs and Iaconeta also
grabbed seven rebounds, and Ike dished
out five assists and made three steals.
Robert's said her decision to go with
Carpenter in place of Goodhue was
based on several factors.
"Carrie has not been shooting well
and has committed turnovers. I wanted
to go with a bigger lineup. I think with
a taller lineup we could have done bet-
ter against BU"
(continued from page 14)
Atlantic Conference's leading scorer,
added 12 for the 11-7 Chippewas.
Donita Davenport, head coach for
Central Michigan University said her
team's turnovers and missed short shots
hurt them down the stretch.
She was also dissatisfied with the
officiating.
"I was warned by a lot of people that
you don't win at Maine," said Daven-
port. "I didn't know this the day I
scheduled the game. I would never play
at Maine again and I would tell anybody
else that it is not worth the guaranteed
money to come here."
she said
Central Michigan's starters were listed
as 5-8, 5-11, 6-0, 6-0, and 6-3.
Mary Oswald scored 17 for Central
Michigan and Sue Nissen, the Mid-
REACHING OUT
WAS NEVER SO
REWARDING
MEET WITH NURSE RECRUITERS
FROM MAINE MEDICAL CENTER
Friday, February 2. 1990
From 9 am - 1 pm
At The Nursing Career Day
-In The Nlemonal Union Building
Maine Medical Center is not your average 598-bed acute care teaching facility. We're the most
advanced hospital in the state, yrs we still really care about sour growth ‘and development as a
nurse. From the moment you begin our comprehensive orientation program, we're with you e;:ery
step of the way. In addition to orientation, we provide ongoing educational serninars, advanced
technology, a variety of specialties in a professional practice environment and much more. Speak
with our Nurse Recruiters, and learn more abOut how Maine Medical Center can help you reach
fnr_th• hoc' iv, 
Maine Medical Center offers competitive salaries and excellent benefits including medical, den-
tal and life insurance, tuition reimbursement and much more. If you can't attend The Nursing
Career Day on February 2nd, or Inr more information, call Phyllis Rastone, RN, Nurse Recruit-
ment Manager, collect, at (207) 871-2974 or send her your resume at Maine Medical Center, 22
CLASSIFIEDS
APARTMENTS
BANGOR - 2 bedroorn 1st floor. Conveniently
located - West side. $440 plus utilities. Call LEE
at work: 989-7651. Or Eve: 941-9793
FOR SALE
1978 PLYMOUTH VOLARE
i;ood Body. Battery and Tires (snow) Just Insp.
Runs Well. Call: Pat at 942-4139 Most Eves.
$700.
FUNDRAISERS
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400
IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!
Obiective Fundraiser
Commitment. Minimal
Money: Raise $1,400
Cost: Zero Investment
Campus organizations, clubs. frats. sororities call
OCMC: 1 (800) 932-0528/1(800) 950-8472.
ext. 10
Street,TbrOand ME 04102 Ah equal ,opponunitv employer.
_ - 
M.A1N1 ),K
WE HELP YOU BE YOUR BEST
HELP WANTED
BE YOUR OWN Bce‘! Distributorships. Dealer-
ships, Money making opportunities, Franchises, &
Mail oder. Detail. send $2.00 13: NATIONAL
MARKETING COMPANY, BOX 3006,
BOSTON., MA. 02130
CRUISE LINE OPENINGS HIRING WW1
Call: (719) 687-6662(USA)
LOST AND FOUND
LOST - 1 pr. glasses. Black frames, gray case. Call
4836 Rm. 313
SIOLEN! 5 pr. skis & 3pr. poles. Sun Jan. 21 out
of red Jeep parked in new lot behind Oxford.
Reward for return of skis. No questions asked!! 204
Oxford Hall.
SALES
Orono Thnft Shop, Take Pine off of Main, 2nd
nght onto Birch St.. Weds: 11-4 p.m
TUTORING
One-on-one tutonng in Physics. Chemistry.
Precalculus. and Calculus. Don't wait until you are
real trouble. $10.00 per hour. Free consulta-
tions. 581-1189 or 866-4053. Ask for Jell.
ESSAYS & REPORTS
1 19,278 to choose from — all subiects
OTC*. Catalog Today waft VtsaittaC or COO
800-351-0222
in Calif 21314774225
Or rust, 52 00 to Essays & Reports
1 11322 Idaho Ave 1206-SN Los &notes CA 90025Custom research also available-all levels
Toll F fee
Hot t Ina
•
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-
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UMaine men's basketball team
travels to Texas for two games
By Chad Finn
Staff Writer
The University of Maine men's
basketball team travels to Texas this
week to play a pair of games.
On Monday, the Black Bears face the
University of Texas-Pan American in
Edinburg, and on Wednesday travel to
San Marcos-to face Southwest Texas
State.
UMaine Coach Rudy Keeling feels the
Black Bears have a couple of tough
games on their hands.
"Pan Am is big and quick and they
play very hard, " Keeling said. "They
like to rebound and get out on the
still battling mononucleosis, while senior
Pat Harrington may "play if we really
need him," Keeling said. Harrington
_is recovery from a bruised kidney.
Junior center Curtis Robertson and
sophomore guard Shelton Kerry both
have had the flu, and will probably see
limited playing time.
played (former number one ranked)
Kansas close, and they're going to be a
challenge for us:'
Pan Am._11,5,is led by three seniors;
7-foot center Steve Rainey, 6-7 forward
Melvin Thomas, and 6-4 guard Keith
Campbell.
Coach Keeling believes Southwest
Texas is the less talented of the two
Texas clubs, but they will still present a
challenge for UMaine.
"They have a losing record (5-11), but
they have lost a couple close ones,"
Keeling said. "They play hard and
should give us a battle."
Top players for Southwest Texas in-
clude 6-7 senior forwards Stacy Bennett
and Greg Frizzell, and 6-4 junior guard
Maxwell Curry.
UMaine, 6-10 overall and 3-2 in the
NAC, is led by senior forward Dean
Smith and sophomore guard Derrick
Hodge.
Smith is second in the North Atlantic
Conference in scoring (17.9 ppg), and
ninth in-rebounding (6.2). He also ranks
in the top ten in free throw percentage
(.747) and field goal percentage (.508).
Hodge is the NAC's seventh leading
scorer (13.5 ppg), while also placing se-
cond in steals (1.9), third in free throw
percentage (.796), and fourth in field
goal percentage (.493). UMaine is bat-
tling several injuries and a flu epidemic.
Freshman forward Dan Hillman is out
with a sprained ankle and will return to
practice next week.
Freshman forward Francois
Bouchard is still out with a stress frac-
ture of the tibia, but will probably return
•Huskies
airborne puck into the net to the left of
Delguidice.
NU coach Don McKenney said his
team played well but the numerous
penalties called tired his team at the end.
"Both teams played very hard and
either of them could have won," he
said.
Walsh said, "This was a playoff-style
game. It was just a huge win for us."
In Saturday night's game, UMaine
jumped out to a 4-1 first period lead and
never looked back, beating NU 7-3.
Walsh said the Black Bears played
their best 15 minutes of hockey in the
first period, but added, "we played as
poor a 10 minute stretch as we can play,
-s-aarMatr a ••,...•
(continued from page 13)
center Steve Tepper took the puck from
a Martin Mercier shot and slapped a 20-
footer into the short side to make the
score 2-0.
UMaine increased the lead to 3-0 with
a goal by Montgomery, before Jay
Schiavo put NU on the board.
The Black Bears got back a threegoal
lead on a backhand by Mike Barkley
that went high and to the left side of
Hopkins.
Dan Murphy gave a pass to freshman
right winger Kent Salfi, who skated
down the left side and fed the puck to
Barkley for the score.
Walsh was impressed with Salfi in his
return to  the lineup.
"This video (game film) will be xrated.
We'll watch this and come back to
earth," Walsh said.
UMaine got on the scoreboard early
"when Jim Montgomery stole the puck at
the blue line and passed it over to Mar-
tin Robitaille who faked low and put it
upstairs past NU goalie Scott Hopkins.
A little over a minute later, UMaine
*Bean
ty was true to Hockey East form as
it took an overtime goal by freshman
Jean-Ives Roy to give the Black Bears
a 3-2 win.
UMaine pulled away Saturday
night against the Huskies with a 7-3
win, but technically that wasn't a
league game as it was the fourth
meeting between the two teams and
(continued from page 13)
only three games count in the league
standings.
There are four weeks remaining in
the Hockey East regular season, and
the league title could still go to any
team, except Lowell and Mffrimack.
Hockey East just may be strong
enough to produce its first national
championship team since the league
formed in 1983.
IJUr tc1ti is a rimer club with Eirfr
(Salfi) in the line-up. He makes a lot of
things happen," Walsh said.
The two teams traded goals in the se-
cond period and then it was time for the--
Jean-Yves Roy show.
Roy scored his 28th of the season
when he took a centering pass from Ran-
dy Olson and put the puck past
Hopkins' short side to make the score
6-2.
He scored his second third period goal
with two and one-half minutes in the
game when he took a pass from Pellerin
and wristed a shot past Hopkins for his
29th of the season. 
On that goal, Roy tied Pellerin's record
for most goals in a season by a
freshman.
UMaine goalie Scott King turned
away 20 of 23 shots while NU's Scott
Hopkins stopped 23 of 30 shots.
"We got some solid goaltending this
weekend, which was the key," Walsh
said. "The hammer stayed in the goalies
closet this weekend."
A Recognized Leader Among Fraternities
College years are dynamic. They are
filled with education, development,
friendships, and many opportunities.
Delta Tau Delta helps make the most of
college careers, increasing possible
opportunities through a supportive,
caring, and challenging environment.
TODAY this thought is carried out as it
was at the time of our founding in 1858
on the campus of Bethany College in
West Virginia. However, many things
have changed.
Today we are represented on over
120 campuses in North America.
--- • --
Today We have a fully staffed Central
Office and Educational Foundation
providing services, scholarships.
loans, and grants.
Today we offer computers to chapters,
which otherwise ma be unrealistic
Today we
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Of the nation's 50 largestddrnpanies,
43 are headed by-fraternity members.
710/0 of those listed in Who's Who
in America are fraternity members.:2:---
76% of the U.S. Senators and Rep-
resentatives are fraternity members.
85% of Fortune 500 executives are
fraternity members
Members of fraternities tend to be
involved, capable leaders that aspire to
reach their potential.
DELTA TAU DELTA is respected among
fraternities. It is known for innovative
programming, strong leadership, a
strong history and effective planning.
Look at Delta Tau Delta. Look at the
opportunities available in college life.
E LTA
upcoming open rush functions
Wednesday, January 31
Thursday,  February 1 
Friday, February 2
Tuesday, February 6 
Lasagne Dinner
 Pi Beta Phi - Turkey Dinner
Pizza Feast
Guest Speaktb04- U. Maine Hockey Coach Shawn Walsh
Wed
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